
FAQ for the Alpine Scrambling Program     (Rev: 12/18/2018) 
 
 
What if I need to withdraw? 
 
Denver Group school refund policy is as follows:  Student/participant requests for refunds of tuition/fees must 
be requested in writing (e.g. email) to the appropriate school or event director. 
 

• Requests received at least seven days before the school’s start date will receive a full refund minus a 
$10 processing fee. 

• Requests received less than seven days before the school’s start date will receive a 50% refund.  If a 
replacement can be enrolled a full refund will be granted minus the $10 processing fee. 

• No refunds will be made after the start date of the school.   
 
All requests for a refund must be made directly to the ASC Director, not the CMC office.  
 
 
What happens if I am afraid during an outing? 
 
This is not altogether unusual and your instructor team will be sensitive to these concerns.  Remember, this is 
a new and exciting adventure for you, so some level of anticipation is expected.  However, if you feel troubled 
or insecure, please communicate these feeling to your instructors as they will gladly use the opportunity to 
explain and/or mitigate the perceived risk.  Good communication when scrambling is appropriate… and 
expected. 
 
 
How are the field days structured? 
 
The first Skills Field Day, part of the ASC Course, is an organized joint outing with a predetermined date for all.  
This will be a good opportunity to assess physical conditioning and shake off those winter cobwebs.  A review 
of self-arrest, a map and compass exercise, the opportunity to implement some emergency techniques, and a 
bit of bouldering will complete the day.  This field day is mandatory to participate with the follow-on Elective 
Scrambles field days. 
 
The Elective Scrambles field days will be listed in the CMC Trip Calendar and trip participants (aka ASC 
students) will sign up for the trips that fit into their schedule.  Successful completion of at least three, 
progressively harder, Elective Scrambles will be required for the student to complete the ASC Program.  
Completing the ASC Program will then be noted in the student’s CMC profile under “My Schools.” 
 
The Elective Scrambles will be arranged so that the month of June will be dedicated to easier scrambles 
(CATegory 1) which will help the student immerse more gradually into the airy realm of exposure, as well as 
helping the instructor team determine suitability for the more challenging follow-on scrambles.  July will be 
dedicated to scrambles of moderate difficulty (CATegory 2) and August will be focused on the harder more 
challenging scrambles (CATegory 3).  Students are expected to work through this progression in a sequential 
logical manner.  On a best-effort basis there may be make-up opportunities throughout the summer. 
 
As an effort to better clarify the terms easier, moderate, and harder, these terms describe the level of 
exposure for each trip; easier scrambles have less exposure, harder scrambles more exposure.  Regardless of 
the level of exposure, every scramble will have a long approach hike and a long return hike to the trailhead.  
During the approach and return, each student will need to hike at the C classification level which includes both 
pace (speed) and duration (distance). 



 
The Elective Scrambles will typically be rated at the Denver Group Hard C hiking classification level, but some 
may even be in the Easy D classification range.  C classified trips can be up to 15 miles roundtrip and/or up to 
3,500 feet in elevation gain; D trips can be over 15 miles roundtrip and/or over 3,500 feet in elevation gain. 
 
 
What are the anticipated start and stop times for the field days? 
 
The meet time for a typical field day could begin as early as 4am.  This allows the group to meet up somewhere 
in Denver, drive to the trailhead, and complete the approach hike before it gets too late in the morning.  An 
astute climber setting off for a challenging scramble would be wise to depart the trailhead just before daylight.  
This provides time to complete the approach hike, work through the scramble portion, and then get back to 
the trailhead (hopefully) ahead of any inclement weather and/or impending darkness.  If one is serious about 
scrambling there is no downside to an early start. 
 
Although the time anticipated for arrival back at the morning’s meet-up location would be no earlier than late 
afternoon (typically 5:00pm), realistically, plan on an early evening arrival (e.g. 7:00pm) as most climbers 
prefer to get a bite to eat on the way home after a long day.  This social hour is great for building teamwork. 
 
 
Can I take the ASC more than once to enhance my scrambling skills and increase my confidence? 
 
Yes.  On a space available basis the ASC can be repeated for $75.  Contact the ASC Director for details and 
space availability. 
 
 
I am required to have a seat harness, ice axe, helmet, and other technical gear for ASC.  How much of the class 
involves using the gear? And, how much experience should I have using them? 
 
Scrambling as an activity does not require the on-going use of an ice axe or seat harness, however, the ASC 
curriculum is very safety-focused so these technical items (although an additional expense) are essential 
should there be some unexpected event (the helmet and seat harness will be used on every outing).  It is 
expected that the ASC graduate will continue to use these important items as part of scrambling the 14ers. 
 
During the second Safety Lecture and the Skills Field Day there will be an emphasis on fit and usage of all the 
technical items.  The Skills Field Day will use the ice axe extensively to practice and reinforce snow climbing 
and self-arrest skills in the event they are needed during one of the Elective Scrambles.  All ASC students need 
to have basic snow climbing skills, and ice axe self-arrest skills, as a prerequisite to enrollment.  These basic 
skills will have been acquired as part of the WTS “snow day” field day, or by taking the TCS Basic Snow course. 
 
 
How do I make up a missed Safety Lecture or the Skills Field Day? 
 
The two Safety Lectures and the Skills Field Day are required to participate with the follow-on Elective 
Scrambles field days.  There is no provision for make-ups for the Safety Lectures and Skills Field Day during the 
current session.  These three events address technical equipment, basic climbing techniques, and safety issues 
so are mandatory to participate with the Elective Scrambles. 
 
 
 
 
 



How do I make up a missed Elective Scramble? 
 
Students from previous sessions needing a make-up should contact the ASC Director.  Although there is no 
enrollment fee to make-up a missed field day, there are space-available considerations so please contact the 
ASC Director to coordinate. 
 
Students that miss a June (easy scramble), July (moderate scramble), or August (hard scramble) Elective 
Scramble have three options: 
1) Preferred: On a space available basis the student should work with his/her instructor team to join another 

group to complete the missed activity. 
2) Alternatively:  On a best-effort basis make-up scrambles will be offered.  If make-ups are offered they will 

occur early in the following month allowing students to complete the make-up then fall back into their 
normal sequence of climbs. 

3) Withdraw from the Course and make-up the missed activity in the following year (at no cost).  
 
 
What are the prerequisites for the Course? 
 
Prior to the start of the Alpine Scrambling Course, each student must have successfully graduated from the 
Denver Group Wilderness Trekking School.  Within WTS, each ASC candidate must have successfully completed 
the snow climbing and ice axe exercises during the WTS Snow Day. 
 
Each ASC candidate must be 14 years old or older with a current Denver Group C hiking classification.  Please 
contact the CMC Office for guidance on how to acquire your C classification.  Bear in mind that during the 
winter months there are fewer qualifying C level trips, these trips are usually in high demand, and can be 
canceled at the last minute due to weather. 
 
 
I’m currently taking modules in the CMC Technical Climbing School, or I have already received my certificate in 
Basic/Intermediate Mountaineering from the TCS.  What can the ASC offer me?  
 
The ASC offers real-world scrambling experience allowing students a supervised opportunity to broaden their 
suite of skills.  Once the initial ASC Course is completed (the two Safety Lectures and the one Skills Field Day), 
the Elective Scrambles focus on climbing, handling unprotected exposure, discussing what-if scenarios during 
the climbs, and practical route-finding.  The Course also attempts to tie together the concepts and skills 
learned in other CMC courses allowing the ASC student an opportunity to “put it all together.” 
 
 
The scrambling I’ve already done has always seemed somewhat straightforward.  Why would I take ASC? 
 
Scrambling when conditions are ideal is why we love the sport.  However, when conditions become less than 
ideal, or the team experiences an unplanned incident, the love can instantly evaporate.  To best prepare our 
CMC membership, the ACS invests time and energy discussing the proactive-lore, i.e. what can go wrong, how 
to anticipate, and how to mitigate? 

In addition, your trip leaders will expose you to a variety of scrambling routes that may include more exposure 
(much more exposure) than perhaps you've previously encountered.  The ASC will also share techniques with 
you to assist in downclimbing, mitigating rock fall, negotiating loose-rock gulleys safely, proper footwork, and 
off-trail route-finding techniques. 

 



Can exceptions or waivers to the prerequisites be granted? 
 
Perhaps, but don’t assume they will.  WTS, as a prerequisite, provides a solid foundation which will enhance 
your success and enjoyment when taking the ASC.  In addition to establishing a baseline for your personal 
hiking strength, stamina, and pace, WTS spends hours discussing equipment and clothing, and more hours 
practicing map, compass, and navigation skills. 
 
In terms of map and compass, WTS will help establish a common vocabulary and methodology allowing the 
ASC students to more effectively communicate during a route-finding challenge.  Solid map, compass, and 
navigation skills are essential for off trail route finding which are key components of scrambling.  WTS clothing 
and equipment discussions can help ensure a more comfortable overnight bivy, should that unanticipated 
event occur. 
 
WTS also provides an opportunity to refine and practice your basic snow skills, especially with the ice axe.  
Students entering the ASC should already be ice axe proficient (ascending, descending, self-anchoring, 
traversing, and self-arrest).  Although the ASC will review basic snow techniques during the Skills Field Day, 
there is not enough time to teach (re-teach) the fundamentals. 
 
It is strongly suggested that all ASC candidates go out in the field and practice their map, compass, navigation, 
and self-arrest skills prior to the ASC Skills Field Day.  Do not underestimate the importance. 
 
A Denver Group C hiking classification, as a prerequisite, allows the ASC candidate to demonstrate that they 
can comfortably complete a Denver Group C hike.  The C classification sets an expectation for the effort it 
takes to complete that level of distance, as well as the pace (i.e. speed) needed to allow the team to reach 
their objective and return safely.  All ASC field days are either hard C or easy D class hikes. 
 
Most ASC field day scrambles are circle trips with no pre-planned or convenient mechanism for a student to 
abandon the climb and prematurely return to the trailhead.   
 
ASC Students that are unable to demonstrate proficiency using the map and compass, or are unable to 
successfully self-arrest with an ice axe, or who lack the necessary hiking strength, stamina, or pace may be 
asked to leave the Course with no tuition refund provided. 
 
 
What are the requirements for Course completion? 
 

• Attend both Safety Lectures, pass the final exam, and successfully complete the Skills Field Day 
• Successfully complete three Elective Scrambles within the progression from easy (June), to moderate 

(July), to hard (August) 
• Demonstrate skills and proficiency to the satisfaction of the instructor team 
• Exhibit behavior that promotes safety and trust within your team 

 
 
When I tried to enroll, the Course had already filled and there were no seats available.  Now what? 
 
The number of qualified instructors determines the student count each year.  If there are few instructors there 
will be fewer students accepted.  However, even with the course full, continuing through the 
enrollment/registration process will allow candidates to be added to the Wait List.  No tuition payment is 
requested for Wait List individuals; tuition is paid only when officially enrolled/registered. 
 



Should there be a cancellation, the Course Director will pull from the Wait List on a first-come basis.  FYI:  The 
CMC schools registration process does not move candidates from the Wait List automatically.  Should an 
opening appear, the Director will contact the individual next in line. 
 
 
 
 
 
Can I enroll in the ASC and concurrently take WTS, TCS, or HAMS? 
 
Perhaps.  Although CMC members have (simultaneously) enrolled in more than one program and been 
successful, more often students discover scheduling issues and field day availability problems based on what 
each of those schools requires.  The various CMC schools do not coordinate when scheduling their lecture 
sessions or field days, so students often find that they must choose which to attend. 
 
Within the ASC, missing a mandatory lecture or field day may warrant withdrawal/removal from the course. 
 


